
Matthew 22:15-22
Honour where it's due

A different group now approaches Jesus, with a
well-rehearsed  trick  question.   Either  a  Yes  or  No
answer – or, probably, a refusal to answer at all – will leave Jesus
compromised.  But the response that he gives avoids each of these
snares,  and,  rather  than giving us a specific  answer to a specific
question, gives us a profound principle covering the whole of life.

 Facing questions

We are  quite  likely,  from time  to  time,  to  face  loaded  or
hostile questions concerning our faith. As we read this account, we
quite likely, even ahead of Jesus' response, detect something fishy in
the way the question is posed.  It's worth pausing to consider 

… who's asking?
… and why?  What might have prompted the question?

(and remember there can be a host of conflicting
reasons behind someone's asking or accusing us)

Can you  give  any examples of  when pausing to  consider
questions like this permitted you to give a much better answer?

 Profoundness without precision

To one way of looking, Jesus dodges the question entirely.
Looked at another way, he answers it, and far, far more.

When should we be looking to answer difficult questions with
principles (as Jesus does here), rather than with precision – a rule?
Which is of more general use to us?

 The things that are Caesar's

What areas of our life fall under the authority of “Caesar”?

 The things that are God's

The image of Caesar on the coinage implies his ownership or
authority.  So what does the image of God in human beings imply?
And does it apply whether we are believers or not?
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